Twintreess Listenings/Readings
@ The Crystal Source, Thanksgiving Weekend 2018
This is the most amazing time for humans on the Earth Mother, ever. We are living and breathing in the
biggest transformation— overnight evolution— that our species has ever been invited to join: No wonder
everybody wants a reading right now!
We are here, now (literally), offering the most potent, the most practical, the timeliest, and the most
unconditionally supportive readings/listenings/consultations we can give, as our Spirits directly asked us
to offer:

1. Elemental Birth Imprints- An EBI happens when the Devic Spirits of the elements
making up ALL life/form/events on the Earth— Earth; Fire; Water; Air; and Ethers—
imprints our bodies for this entire lifetime at the last moment we are in our mother’s
womb before birth. Since the Elementals are ever dancing in some constantly changing,
perfect combination to make all form, they leave us with our own, unique imprint, like:
Water/Fire; Earth/Air; etc. This imprint is our Pre-Personality Self.
In utero, we are still beings of union. The moment we leave the womb, we seemingly
separate from our mother, Spirit, and true awareness. In discovering our EBI, we
immediately and kinesthetically return to our true core of union: Now we can respond
from it in all things, in all moments (instead of reacting from misery-causing,
unnecessary separation.). We re-birth…& we re-write our lives, from union, as we wish.
Want even more support with that? We have a book that easily, immediately references the
foundation of the EBI’s, called, “Elemental Birth Imprints,” available for sale, in a heartbeat.
2. Body Scans (AKA Super Hero! Body Scans)-We will listen with your body, as it
tells us whatever things it wants to get more attention for all of your
physical/emotional/mental/psychic-etheric needs. It pinpoints the true priorities,
according to what you are willing to integrate.
Grab this succinct information: Here are immediate steps to take care of yourself. For
instance, one person got homework to alter her meditation so that she looked up at a
slight angle at that time, so her brain would more readily access alpha brain wave states
— helping her to spontaneously reach more creativity & clarity. It is not intrusive—
only supportive, empowering and wholistic.
3. Aura Drawings- Okay, we’re NOT artists in that pretty, “artistic” way; that’s not the
point. We draw your living, breathing aura as it actually presents as it is moving and
talking to us in full 3D AND multidimensionality. Your aura can, and does, change
constantly. You can truly see deep and often, subconscious, parts of you. This
profoundly encourages you to connect & work with them, as only you can. We will
translate what the different auric symbols mean, so you can get an outside, non-

judgmental perspective to understand yourself, profoundly. Then you take the picture
home with you and we highly recommend that you talk with it and keep connecting with
it for more and continual wisdom. Draw your own updates to it!
4. GDV Scans (Gas Discharge Visualization)- Want a sophisticated computer camera to tell
you: your overall energy levels & reserves; your chakra vitality & placement; your basic
stress level; the activity in your organ meridians; your Yin/Yang and hemispheric
balance? This is you. After we get the basic read-outs, you will identify an issue to work
on Then we will offer a Stone to work with that and take a new Scan to show you how
Crystals/Tools work with you physically and energetically.

You need to schedule your readings in advance for Friday Nov 23 and Mon Nov 26,
$99/hr. For the Sat Nov 24 and Sun Nov 25 GDV readings, you can schedule in advance
$50/half hour or in person at
Crystal Source 441 W Bedford Euless Rd Hurst, TX 75053 817-280-9303 817-7097726
Thank YOU for listening to us, right now. You utterly honor us by working with us
through these readings & listenings.
Much joy to you!!!!! Thanks, Marilyn and Tohmas Twintreess, AhhhMuse
www.AhhhMuse.com www.AhhhMuseStonesAlive.com mqt@AhhhMuse.com
575-534-0410

